Tetraphenylethene modified β-ketoiminate boron complexes bearing aggregation-induced emission and mechanofluorochromism†
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Two new tetraphenylethene modified β-ketoiminate boron complexes (TTPE-H and TTPE-CN) have been rationally designed and successfully synthesized. The two D–π–A type compounds exhibit typical twisted intramolecular charge-transfer (TICT) emission and evident aggregation-induced emission (AIE) characteristics, remarkable luminescence mechanochromism, and high solid state efficiency (up to 0.785 and 0.672). The mechanofluorochromic (MFC) behaviors of TTPE-H (from bright green to yellow-green emission, λem from 497 to 515 nm) and TTPE-CN (from bright yellow-green to yellow emission, λem from 525 to 565 nm) are reversible upon grinding and fuming treatments. From the X-ray diffraction and differential scanning calorimetry analyses, it was confirmed that the MFC properties of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN should be derived from a phase transition between crystalline and amorphous states. More interestingly, the compound TTPE-CN, which possesses a cyano group in the boron chelating ring, showed more contrast MFC behavior relative to TTPE-H. The reason is that the introduction of the cyano group can enhance the distortion degree of the molecule TTPE-CN because of steric hindrance.

Introduction

As a kind of “smart material”, mechanofluorochromic (MFC) emissive luminogens showing reversible stimuli-responsive emission switching in the solid state have received a great deal of attention from both fundamental research fields of solid-state photochemistry and applications in mechano-sensors, data storage, fluorescent switches, security systems, and optoelectronic devices. Up to now, a good number of MFC molecules have been designed, synthesized and characterized, including the derivatives of pyrene, anthracene, dibenzo-fulvene, tetraphenylethene, silole, and cyano stilbene, as well as some boron complexes, these compounds have been shown to be promising MFC materials, and their structure–property relationship has been investigated. High solid-state luminescence efficiency and an obvious color contrast play an important role for the application of mechanofluorochromic fluorescent materials. However, the fluorescence efficiency of many traditional organic luminescent materials often becomes very weak while in the solid state through the aggregation-caused quenching (ACQ) effect caused by both strong intermolecular π–π stacking interactions and non-radiative decay. Therefore, there is still much difficulty in the development of MFC compounds based on organic molecules. Several anti-ACQ materials were reported by Tang et al. and Park et al. in 2001 and 2002, respectively. These substances are called aggregation-induced emission (AIE) or aggregation-induced enhanced emission (AIEE) compounds, which exhibit strong emission when a molecular aggregate occurs in poor solvents or in the solid state. Since then, a large number of AIE luminogens characterized by strongly twisted skeleton bearing rotatable aryl units have been developed. Indeed, most of AIE-active molecules have been found to possess MFC nature due to their strong solid-state fluorescence and diverse aggregation morphology. AIE has been considered as a key for opening a treasure chest of MFC materials, and some MFC materials with strong solid-state emission have been developed based on AIE-active molecules. For example, in 2010, Park’s group reported the cyano-distyrylbenezene derivative, which has mechanofluorochromic aggregation-induced enhanced emission (AIEE) properties. Then a number of new mechanofluorochromic AIE compounds were synthesized by Tang, Chi, Yang and their co-workers. Although some novel molecular systems possessing efficient reversible MFC behaviors have been reported, mechanofluorochromic AIE materials are still at the initial state of investigation, and their numbers and the understanding of the phenomenon are limited.
mechanochromism (spectral shift = 18 and 40 nm, respectively), and high solid state efficiency (up to 0.785 and 0.672, respectively). These properties make them potentially promising luminescent materials. In particular, the cyano-containing compound TTPE-CN showed more contrast MFC behavior relative to TTPE-H, it is attributed to the existence of the cyano group can enhance the distortion degree of the molecule TTPE-CN and thus make it have more loosen molecular packing in the solid states and better structural transformability.

Results and discussion

Synthesis and characterization

The synthetic routes for boron complexes TTPE-H and TTPE-CN were shown in Scheme 2.

TTPE-H and TTPE-CN were prepared between methyl ester and TTPE-CN was synthesized by Suzuki–Miyaura coupling between 1 and boric acid 2 with a high yield of 98%. The target molecules of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN were shown in Scheme 2. Firstly, the tetraphenylethene derivative 3 was synthesized by Suzuki–Miyaura coupling between 1 and boric acid 2 with a high yield of 98%. The target molecules of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN were prepared between methyl ester 3 and the corresponding 2-substituted benzothiazole 4 and 5 in the presence of sodium hydride in anhydrous toluene followed by complexation with boron trifluoride diethyl etherate, to give yields of 62% and 30%, respectively. TTPE-H and TTPE-CN are soluble in CHCl₃, CH₂Cl₂, benzene, toluene, THF and DMSO, but show poor solubility in alcohols (such as methanol and ethanol) and aliphatic hydrocarbon solvents (such as cyclohexane and n-hexane) at room temperature. All the intermediates and target molecules were purified by column chromatography on silica gel, and unambiguously characterized by ¹H and ¹³C NMR, TOF LC/MS spectrum or MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry, and C, H, N elemental analyses.

UV-vis absorption and fluorescent emission spectra in solutions

The solvent effect on the absorption and fluorescence properties of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN was examined in various solvents (Fig. 1), and the corresponding photophysical data are collected in Tables S1 and S2 (ESI†). As shown in Fig. 1a, it was obvious that TTPE-H has two strong absorption bands at ca. 300 nm and ca. 400 nm in different solvents (Fig. 1a). The weak absorption bands appearing at ca. 300 nm, which did not shift with increasing polarity of the solvents, was originated from π-π* transitions, and the maximum absorption peaks ca. 400 nm can be attributed to the intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) state between electron donor (tetraphenylethene unit) and electron

Scheme 1 The molecular structures of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN.

Scheme 2 Synthetic routes of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN.
acceptor (β-iminoenolate boron moiety), in terms of its strong push–pull structure. Fig. 1c showed the solvent-dependent PL spectra of TTPE-H. It was clear that the emission bands became broad and red-shifted significantly with increasing polarity of the solvent. For example, in hexane, TTPE-H gave a strong emission band at 480 nm, but with the increasing solvent polarity, its emission band was red-shifted to 542 nm in DMSO accompanied by emission bands broaden. Combined with the large Stokes shifts (such as 6364 cm\(^{-1}\) in DMSO), the broadening and red-shift of the emission bands, we suggested that ICT transitions of TTPE-H took place in more polar solvents. In addition, it is worth noting that the fluorescence spectra of TTPE-H became structured in non-polar hexane and cyclohexane solvents. We deduced that the emission of TTPE-H in hexane and cyclohexane was from the loc ally excited (LE) state.\(^\text{22}\) Meanwhile, a plot of the emission maximum energy as a function of the Lippert solvent polarity was given in Fig. 1e to illustrate the conformational change of the excited state surface prior to the emission.\(^\text{24}\) In such “Lippert–Mataga” plots, the slope can be used to evaluate the variation in dipole moment upon excitation, and the break in the linear relationship indicates the presence of two different excited states. The deviation of the emission maximum energy in hexane and cyclohexane from the linear relationship followed by those in other solvents can further support the notion that the LE state is responsible for the emission in nonpolar solvents\(^\text{25}\) and the TICT state contributes to the emission in polar solvents.\(^\text{26}\) Similarly, TTPE-CN also showed the large Stokes shifts, the broadening and red-shift of the emission bands from cyclohexane to DMSO, displaying an TICT character for the excited state (Fig. 1b, d and f).\(^\text{19}\)\(^\text{27}\) Notably, TTPE-CN that contains one cyano on boron complex ring exhibited stronger ICT process in polar solvents compared to TTPE-H. For example, an evident red-shift of the emission bands from 498 to 612 nm accompanied by a remarkable increase in Stokes shifts from 4429 to 8850 cm\(^{-1}\) is observed for TTPE-CN when the solvent changes from a polar (e.g., hexane) to highly polar ones (e.g., DMSO). By contrast, relatively smaller changes of the emission bands and Stokes shifts (from 480 nm and 4104 cm\(^{-1}\) to 542 nm and 6364 cm\(^{-1}\), respectively) are recorded for TTPE-H when the solvent changes from hexane to DMSO. This is because cyano substitution increases the electron affinity of β-iminoenolate boron moiety in TTPE-CN, thus endues them with stronger ICT properties than that of TTPE-H. The fluorescence quantum yields (\(\Phi_f\)) of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN were measured using quinine sulfate (\(\Phi_f = 0.546, 0.5\) mol L\(^{-1}\) H\(_2\)SO\(_4\)) as the standard. It is found that TTPE-H and TTPE-CN all showed very low \(\Phi_f (<0.01)\) in the low-polarity solvents with different polarity (Tables S1 and S2, ESi\(^\dagger\)). In order to determine the reason for the low \(\Phi_f\) of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN in the tested solvents, time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy was performed. The fluorescence decays can be fitted with a single exponential function (the lifetime of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN in THF, DCM, DMF, DMSO were too short to measure (<0.1 ns)). Radiative (\(k_r = \Phi_f/\tau\)) and nonradiative (\(k_{nr} = (1 - \Phi_f)/\tau\)) rate constants were calculated (Tables S1 and S2, ESi\(^\dagger\)). It was clear that the \(k_{nr}\) of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN was obviously larger than the \(k_r\) in hexane, cyclohexane, toluene. This suggests that the lower \(\Phi_f\) of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN can be ascribed to nonradiative decay.

To better understand the observed spectroscopic properties of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN, density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed on the four complexes at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level after optimizing their structures to the lowest energy spatial conformations with the Gaussian 09W program. Fig. 2 showed the electron distribution of the HOMOs and LUMOs of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN. It is clear that the LOMO densities of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN are mainly located on the acceptor of the β-iminoenolate boron unit, and the HOMO of TTPE-H was located in the whole molecule. By comparison, the HOMO of TTPE-CN was mainly located in the tetraphenylethene unit. This result suggests that, on one hand, the ICT process of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN was further confirmed to occur from the donor to the acceptor moiety; on the other hand, the introduction of cyano into molecule TTPE-CN significantly enhanced the ICT process, which is consistent with the observed optical property (Fig. 1). Moreover, TTPE-H and TTPE-CN adopt a twisted spatial conformation at their optimized lowest energy states, which disfavors close molecular packing in the solid state and leads to efficient fluorescence. Dihedral angles between boron chelate ring A and phenyl group B in TTPE-H is 12.3°, and it increases to 28.3° after the installation of cyano groups on the boron chelate ring of TTPE-CN. Whereas dihedral angles between phenyl rings in tetraphenylethene units (B-C,
Fig. 2 Electron density distributions in the HOMO and LUMO states calculated by DFT in Gaussian 09 at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level, and the optimized conformation structures of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN.

B–D, and B–E) remain unchanged. For TTPE-CN, the introduction of cyano group has little effect on the conformations of the tetraphenylethene moiety but can significantly enhance the degree of molecular distortions because of steric hindrance effects. These increases in molecular distortion can cause the compounds to adopt different molecular packing modes in the solid state and may make them have both AIE characteristics and MFC behaviors.

Aggregation induced emission (AIE)

Among the reported AIE systems in the present, the molecules containing tetraphenylethene (TPE) unit have been put into the limeligh by researchers for their simple synthetic routes and notable AIE performance. Moreover, when illuminated under a UV lamp, TTPE-H and TTPE-CN could emit strong green and yellow light in the powder state, respectively, but weak fluorescence was observed from their dilute THF solutions, and thus we speculate that they would possess AIE properties. To determine whether TTPE-H and TTPE-CN have AIE properties, their fluorescent behaviors were studied in tetrahydrofuran (THF)–water mixture with different water fractions ($f_w$, the volume percentage of water in THF/water mixtures). The two compounds were both readily soluble in THF, but have low solubility in water, thus, increasing the water fractions in the mixed solvents would change the existing compound solutions in pure THF into aggregated particles, thereby changing their PL spectra. As shown in Fig. 3, when $f_w$ is less than 80%, the PL intensities of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN remained very low. However, but increased swiftly with the water fraction above 80%. As $f_w$ is 90%, the THF–water mixture’s luminescence of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN significantly increased and the PL intensities are approximately 15 times higher than that in the pure THF, respectively. As a result, the bright yellow green and yellow light emissions (centered at 513 and 553 nm) of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN were observed, respectively. The increase in PL intensities can be attributed to the AIE effect, which can be demonstrated clearly by the fluorescent images of the solvent mixtures at $f_w = 0\%$ and 90% (Fig. 3b and d), caused by the formation of molecular aggregates when water is added into the THF solution. The aggregated particles obtained could be characterized by using dynamic light scattering (DLS), which show the existence of nano-aggregates as their main constituent in the solvent mixtures with high water contents ($f_w > 70\%$, Fig. S1–S6†). To obtain the reason of the AIEE effect, the fluorescence lifetimes ($\tau$) of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN in water–THF mixtures with different water fractions were measured. The results showed that the $k_{nr}$ of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN was obviously larger than the $k_r$ with the decrease of the proportion of water in mixtures (Table S3, ESI†). It suggests that the lower $\Phi_f$ of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN in the in water–THF mixtures ($f_w < 80\%$) are attributed to nonradiative decay. To obtain further insight, the effect of solvent viscosity and temperature on fluorescence was investigated. TTPE-H and TTPE-CN exhibited the extremely weak fluorescence ($\Phi_f < 0.01$) in low-viscosity solvents (0.31–2.24 cP) (Tables S1 and S2†). By deep contrast, they displayed relatively strong fluorescence in ethylene glycol ($\Phi_f = 0.105$ (TTPE-H), 0.172 (TTPE-CN)) and glycerol ($\Phi_f = 0.165$ (TTPE-H), 0.204 (TTPE-CN)) with high viscosity. In addition, Fig. S7 and S8† showed the PL behaviors of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN in THF-ethylene glycol mixture with different ethylene glycol fractions. It was clear that the fluorescence intensity of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN increased gradually with the increase of proportion of ethylene glycol, respectively. The above results indicated that the viscous medium inhibits intramolecular rotation, thereby suppressing the nonradiative process which leads to enhanced fluorescence emission. Moreover, with the decreasing of the system temperature, the fluorescence intensity of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN in THF increased obviously, respectively (Fig. S9 and S10†). This suggests that the restriction of intramolecular rotation (RIR) associated with decreasing temperature leads to intensive fluorescence.
Therefore, the main reason for AIE of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN is considered to be the RIR associated with the aromatic group. To quantitatively evaluate AIE, the fluorescence quantum yields of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN in solutions (Φ_{FL}) and in the as-prepared solids (Φ_{FLApp}) were determined. The Φ_{FLApp} value for TTPE-H and TTPE-CN was 0.785 and 0.672, respectively, which was much higher than Φ_{FL} in pure THF (0.004 and 0.003), this can further demonstrate their AIE behaviors. And thus we could get the AIE factors (ε_{AIE} = Φ_{FLApp}/Φ_{FL}) of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN as 196 and 224, respectively.

Mechanofluorochromic properties
The AIE feature, ICT characteristics, twisted spatial conformation, and high solid-state efficiency render TTPE-H and TTPE-CN promising candidates as stimuli responsive smart materials. To check whether the two luminogens are mechanofluorochromic, their fluorescence responses toward mechanical and solvent-fuming processes are studied. As shown in Fig. 4, the as-synthesized crystalline powders of TTPE-H could emit strong bright green light under UV irradiation (Fig. S11, ESI†), and the fluorescence color changed into yellow-green after simple grinding them by using a mortar and pestle. Upon further fuming with DCM vapor for 2 min, the original green emission is restored. It means that the emitting color of TTPE-H could be transferred between bright green and yellow-green reversibly through grinding and DCM fuming treatment. The PL spectra were used to monitor such a color transformation under grinding and fuming stimuli. As shown in Fig. 4a, when the as-synthesized sample of TTPE-H was ground, the emission band of original powder is remarkably red-shifted from 497 nm to 515 nm. This indicates that the grinding treatment has induced a spectral red-shift of 18 nm, and through the fuming treatment, its maximum emission wavelength can blue-shifted to the initial wavelength. In addition, it is obvious that the shape of the emission bands of TTPE-H is different between the original powder and the fumed powder, which might be attributed to π-π interactions in the solid states. For TTPE-CN, while the as-synthesized crystalline powders exhibit strong yellow-green emission at 525 nm (Fig. S12, ESI†), they emit yellow light with a maximum at 565 nm upon gently grinding, giving a large spectral shift of 40 nm. The reason for the red-shift in the PL spectra of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN is that the twisted conformation and weaker π-π interactions lead to the relatively loose molecular packing, which are readily destroyed by external forces and thus induce the planarization of molecular conformation or slip deformation. The UV-vis spectra studies show that the absorption bands of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN exhibit a similar change with the emission spectrum between the original samples and the ground samples (Fig. S13 and S14, ESI†). Thus, the mechanism of planarization of molecular conformation is acceptable. The ground powders could also be converted back to emit bright yellow-green light upon fuming with DCM. The MFC behavior of TTPE-H and TTPE-CN can be recycled many times, indicating its reversibility and durability under external stimuli (Fig. S15, ESI†). It is worth noting that TTPE-CN containing a cyano group in the boron chelating ring showed more remarkable MFC behavior relative to TTPE-H. The reason is that the introduction of the cyano group can enhance the distortion degree of the molecule TTPE-CN because of steric hindrance. Therefore, we can infer that the MFC properties of the compounds are related to their distortion degrees; moreover, molecules with higher degrees of distortion display more evident MFC properties under the stimulus of external forces. Thus, introducing a cyano group into a compound can significantly improve its MFC property. The comparative results demonstrate that the cyano group in TTPE-CN plays a crucial role in its mechanofluorochromism, as observed in other stimuli-responsive AIE compounds.

Interestingly, the as-synthesized powder of TTPE-H was spread on a filter paper and letter “A” was written on it with a metal spatula. The change occurred only in the written area. Under the UV lamp, a yellow-green “A” is observed against the green background (Fig. 5b), the letter “A” can be erased after the "paper" was exposed to DCM vapor (Fig. 5c), and the letter “C” can be written again (Fig. 5d). Also, TTPE-CN showed similar fluorescence properties (Fig. 5e–h). These results suggest that TTPE-H and TTPE-CN have the potential for applications as optical recording materials.

In most cases, the mechanism of the MFC behavior is attributed to the change of molecular packing modes upon external force application. To gain insight into the origin of MFC
behaviors for \textbf{TPE-H} and \textbf{TPE-CN}, powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) studies were performed. According to the XRD measurements, \textbf{TPE-H} and \textbf{TPE-CN} exhibited different molecular aggregation structures before and after grinding treatment. As shown in Fig. 6a and b, it was clearly found that the as-synthesized samples displayed strong and sharp diffraction peaks, indicating the crystalline forms (Fig. S11 and S12, ESI†), although the single crystals of \textbf{TPE-H} and \textbf{TPE-CN} suitable for X-ray analysis were not obtained. However, after the as-synthesized samples were ground, their diffraction peaks were very weak, indicating that the well-ordered molecular packing modes were destroyed and disordered molecular packing or amorphous states formed. Upon fuming the ground powders with DCM vapor, the diffraction peaks of the samples came out again, this is because the disordered state changed back to a crystalline state. Furthermore, the XRD patterns of \textbf{TPE-H} between the pristine and fumed samples were different, which is consistent with that of emission bands. The DSC curves upon heating procedure were shown in Fig. 6c and d, the as-synthesized samples of \textbf{TPE-H} and \textbf{TPE-CN} showed strong endothermic peaks at 296 °C and 314 °C, which corresponded to their melt points, respectively. By contrast, when amorphous \textbf{TPE-H} and \textbf{TPE-CN} were heated, their DSC curves firstly showed an exothermic recrystallization peak assigned to the crystallization points at relatively lower temperatures (about 134 °C for \textbf{TPE-H} and 120 °C for \textbf{TPE-CN}) and then an endothermic melting peak at the melting points of corresponding unground crystals. These results mean that the crystalline and ground samples demonstrably form crystalline and amorphous states, respectively. These data strongly suggest that the MFC behaviors of \textbf{TPE-H} and \textbf{TPE-CN} are attributed to the phase transformation between the ordered crystalline and the disordered amorphous states, and this phenomenon is not a chemical change but a microscopic physical change that comes from the arrangement forms of molecules.

Conclusions

Two new thiazole-based \(\beta\)-ketoiminate boron complexes containing tetraphenylethene, namely \textbf{TPE-H} and \textbf{TPE-CN}, were designed and successfully synthesized. It was found that the two compounds gave TICT properties from the electron donor tetraphenylethene to the electron acceptor \(\beta\)-iminonolate boron moiety. Furthermore, the two compounds exhibited strong AIE activities and significant MFC properties. The spectroscopic properties and morphological structures were reversibly and repeatedly achieved upon grinding or fuming. It is interesting that the MFC activity of \textbf{TPE-CN} was considerably enhanced relative to \textbf{TPE-H} by introduction of cyano groups into the molecular structure. We proposed that the twisted conformation of these compounds is a key factor influencing their MFC activity. The simple molecular structure, easy synthetic procedure, visually defined on/off contrast, and good reproducibility are great advantages for applications in recording, pressure-sensing, and light-emission.

Experimental

Materials and measurements

\(^1\)H and \(^{13}\)C NMR spectra were recorded with a mercury plus instrument at 400 and 100 MHz by using CDCl\(_3\) as the solvents. MS spectra were recorded on an Agilent Technologies 6224 spectrometer and MALDI-TOF MS Performance (Shimadzu, Japan). Elemental analyses were performed with a Perkin-Elmer 240C elemental analyzer by investigation of C, H, and N. The average molecular weight was determined by MALDI-TOF MS spectra. The concentrations were measured on an Edinburgh FLS920 spectrophotometer. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements were performed on a Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer. The absolute fluorescence quantum yields for \textbf{TPE-H} and \textbf{TPE-CN} were measured on an Edinburgh FLS920 steady state spectrometer using an integrating sphere. The calculations for \textbf{TPE-H} and \textbf{TPE-CN} was based on the density functional theory (DFT) and performed at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level, employing the Gaussian 09W suit of programs. Fluorescence lifetime was measured by time-correlated single photon counting method (Edinburgh FLS920 spectrophotometer). Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements were performed on the BI-200SM Laser Light Scattering System (Brookhaven). Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) curves were carried out using a DSC/DTA-TG instrument (STA 449F3 Jupiter Netzsch, Germany) at a heating rate of 10 °C min\(^{-1}\) under N\(_2\) atmosphere. XRD patterns were obtained on a Bruker D8 Focus Powder X-ray diffraction instrument.

Preparation of the samples for AIE study

The water/THF mixtures with different water fractions were prepared by slowly adding distilled water into solutions of the target molecules in THF under sonication at room temperature, the concentration was maintained at 1.0 \(\times\) \(10^{-5}\) M. The fluorescence emission spectral measurement of the mixture was performed immediately.
Preparation of the samples for mechanofluorochromism study

The ground powders were prepared by grinding the as-synthesized powders with a pestle in the mortar. The fumed samples were obtained by fuming the ground powders with CH₂Cl₂ for 2 min. Ground samples were prepared by grinding using a pestle and mortar.

Synthesis

Toluene was distilled over sodium and benzophenone. CH₂Cl₂ was dried with sodium hydride. The other chemicals were used as received without further purification. 2-(Benzothiazole-2-yl) acetone tri-CI[1,3,2]oxazaborinin-10-ium-1-uide (TTPE-CN). By following the synthetic procedure for TTPE-H, TTPE-CN was synthesized by using 3 (1.50 g, 3.84 mmol), 5 (1.00 g, 5.76 mmol) and NaH (60%, 1.15 g, 28.80 mmol) as the reagents. The mixture was refluxed with stirring for 48 h under an atmosphere of nitrogen. Then the intermediate was reacted with DIEA (4.0 mL, 3.13 g, 24.22 mmol) and boron trifluoride diethyl etherate (2.90 mL, 3.26 g, 22.97 mmol) in CH₂Cl₂. The crude product was purified by column chromatography (silica gel, CH₂Cl₂/petroleum ether, v/v = 2/3), affording a yellow solid (0.67 g). Yield 30%. Mp 313.0–315.1 °C. ¹H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl₃) δ = 8.22 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H), 8.02 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H), 7.92 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H), 7.69 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H), 7.58 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H), 7.23 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H), 7.18–7.13 (m, 9H), 7.08–7.03 (m, 6H), 6.58 (s, 1H) (Fig. S22†). ¹³C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl₃) δ = 174.26, 150.47, 143.56, 143.03, 142.85, 142.76, 139.52, 131.82, 131.33, 131.27, 131.23, 129.22, 128.94, 128.86, 128.55, 128.05, 127.98, 127.71, 127.25, 127.05, 126.92, 119.25, 115.71, 80.05 (Fig. S52†).

HRMS (MALDI-TOF) m/z: [M]⁺ calculated for C₃₆H₂₃BF₂N₂O₂S: 580.1592; found 580.1588 (Fig. S24†). Anal. calculated for C₃₆H₂₃BF₂N₂O₂S: C 74.9, H 3.99, N 4.83; found: C 74.58, H 3.85, N 4.95.
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